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Abstract—Cooperative information embedding deals with the
problem of embedding unperceived information into some cover
signal by different users or partners, cooperatively. It models
applications in which embedded signals, or watermarks, trans-
mitted over wireless networks need to be reinforced in order to
withstand channel impairments. In cooperative information em-
bedding, each embedder that can reinforce the embedded signal
may or may not know the original cover signal. In this paper, we
concentrate on the two user cases: 1) an initial embedder and
2) an assisting embedder or helper collaborate to embed some
watermark into given digital media content which is transmitted
over a wireless network. One important application is that of
infrastructure-aided information embedding, a case in which
the network provider plays the role of a helper and contributes
to securing the distribution of the media, not only by blocking
unauthorized signals but also by reinforcing the watermarks in
legitimate signals. We investigate the two scenarios in which the
helper does or does not know the cover signal. For each scenario,
we derive lower and upper bounds on channel capacity. Further-
more, we also design implementable coding schemes and derive
the embedding rates practically allowed by these schemes, for
both scenarios. Among others, the performance characterization
shows that for cooperative information embedding to be effective,
careful code design is required at the initial embedder and the
helper. The careful design concerns the joint conception of the
embedded codes and the exploitation of the knowledge of the cover
signal, if any.

Index Terms—Dirty paper coding (DPC), information embed-
ding (IE), noncausal channel state information, relay channel.

I. INTRODUCTION

I NFORMATION EMBEDDING (IE) deals with the
problem of enhancing the process of embedding extra-

neous data, referred to as “embedded signal” or “watermark,”
into another signal, referred to as “cover-” or “host-signal”
[1], [2]. While the array of applications and advances of the
theory and interconnections to other problems continue to grow
(e.g., in broadcast channel [3], [4]; multiple-access channel
[3], [4]; and multicast channel [5] applications), IE has gained
much interest in the mid 1990s mainly as a potential solution
for multimedia security and digital rights management using
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watermarking and data-hiding techniques (see, for example,
[6]–[10] and references therein). In these applications, rights
owners embed in an audio, image, or video signal additional
data in an imperceptible manner to establish ownership, usage
rules, or track media redistribution. Information embedding has
also potential usage in some nonsecurity-oriented applications,
such as backwards-compatible upgrades to an existing commu-
nication infrastructure [11], interactive advertising, and added
services to broadcast audio [12].

The key aspects of IE that make it attractive are the imper-
ceptibility of the embedded data, its statistical covertness, and
its ability to potentially withstand several channel degradations,
including incidental and intentional attacks. For example, for
digital media communication over wireless networks, informa-
tion embedding techniques and, for instance, watermarking and
data-hiding tools can be a relevant supplement to traditional
security tools based on encryption and Firewall systems [13],
[14]. This is because systems that are based only on encryption
are prone to large threats once the digital content is decrypted,
whereas watermarks are designed to travel with the host signals
wherever these go into the network.

In this paper, we show that in a large wireless network, em-
bedding some secret unperceived information for the sake of
securing the communication of digital media content can be
performed in a distributed manner. Also, we show the embed-
ding benefits from being handled by more than one embedder
or partner. In the setup that we consider, a primary user embeds
a watermark at some point of the network and at some other
point of the network, the watermark is reinforced by means of
a secondary embedder so that it can survive stronger channel
degradations on its way to the destination. Thus, in a sense, the
secondary embedder acts as a relay for the message or water-
mark embedded by the primary user. We refer to this situation
as “cooperative information embedding,” by reference to the
collaborative embedding of the watermark by the cooperating
users or partners. Similar techniques that attempt to overcome
the inherent challenges of security in a distributed manner in-
clude distributed authentication, distributed secure delivery, and
distributed intrusion detection (see, for example, [15] and refer-
ences therein).

One particularly interesting application of collaborative em-
bedding over a wireless network is that of “infrastructure-aided”
IE, a situation in which, in agreement with the content owners,
the network provider exploits the centralized control that it has
over the network to not only monitor the traffic and possibly
block the redistribution of unauthorized signals but also to re-
inforce the watermarks in the legitimate signals that are trans-
mitted over the network. It can also track down illicit users. The
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watermark reinforcement can be implemented at some base sta-
tions or other specific access points of the network. Reinforcing
the watermark at a base station, for example, makes it easier
for the watermark to survive subsequent channel impairments,
and, of course, harder for an attacker to remove it. Through this
cooperative embedding, the content providers benefit since the
network operator contributes to securing the distribution of their
media contents, and the latter benefits, in turn, since it gains
more credit in the eyes of content providers and retailers, thus
encouraging the creation of new business opportunities on the
network. This example is discussed in more detail in Section III.
For instance, it is argued more on that it is of mutual interest for
the content providers and the network provider to collaborate;
and it is shown that this can be done without the need to share
all of the secret information (messages to embed and keys). The
same technique of watermark reinforcement can be used to en-
hance watermarking solutions applied to emerging audio/video
networked applications, such as Pay-TV and video-on-demand
(VoD) services on wireless networks.

The question of cooperative IE is very relevant in practice
as an assisting-functionality for media security over networks.
However, it poses a number of challenging problems among
which the question of whether all, only some or none of the
cooperating embedders know the original media content. This
paper addresses this question in the case of two embedders, a
primary user, or initial embedder and a helper. The helper rein-
forces the message that is embedded by the primary user against
subsequent channel degradations on the network. This setup has
a connection with state-dependent relay channels [16] and it
divides into two different scenarios, according to whether the
helper knows the original host signal or not.

For each of the two scenarios, we derive lower and upper
bounds on channel capacity. For the scenario in which the helper
knows the host signal, the lower bound for the Gaussian case
is obtained by a coding scheme in which the initial embedder
and the helper employ standard dirty paper coding (DPC) [17]
schemes. For the scenario in which the helper does not know the
host signal, the lower bound for the Gaussian case is obtained by
a coding scheme in which the initial embedder employs a gen-
eralized DPC (GDPC) scheme. This GDPC consists of a combi-
nation of partial cancellation of the known host signal and DPC.

Furthermore, we also design implementable cooperative
embedding schemes and investigate the allowed embedding
rates for the two scenarios. For the scenario in which the helper
knows the host signal, the coding scheme is based on lattice
codes and minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) scaling. For
the scenario in which the helper does not know the host signal,
the coding scheme is based on a combination of lattice codes,
MMSE scaling, and standard (capacity-achieving) Gaussian
codes.

It should be mentioned that investigating the problem of co-
operative IE from an information-theoretic point-of-view in this
paper not only provides a yardstick by which the efficiency of
cooperative embedding or watermarking can be measured, but
in fact also provides the right guidance to the appropriate de-
sign in practice. In particular, one of the insights developed in
this paper is that for a networked multimedia communication,
securing the distribution of a digital content by means of IE can

take advantage from being handled cooperatively (i.e., by more
than one user or partner), rather than individually. The enabled
improvement is illustrated through the allowed increase in the
embedding rate, relative to the situation in which the watermark
is not reinforced.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After intro-
ducing the notation, we recall some known results about DPC in
Section II. Also, we give a brief review of the formal statement
of the additive Gaussian IE problem as DPC, together with the
state of the art of some implementable coding schemes. Then, in
Section III, we present our practical motivation. In Section IV,
we provide two mathematical models for cooperative IE. In Sec-
tion V, we analyze the scenario in which the helper knows the
host signal; and in Section VI, we analyze the scenario in which
the helper does not know the host signal. Finally, in Section VII,
we provide some conclusions.

A. Notation

Throughout this paper, boldface fonts denote vectors. We use
uppercase letters to denote random variables or vectors (e.g.,

), lowercase letters for their realizations
(e.g., ), and calligraphic fonts for sets (e.g.

). Unless otherwise specified, vectors are assumed to be in the
-dimensional Euclidean space where denotes

the Euclidean norm of vectors. For a random vector , we use
to denote the expectation taken with respect to and
to denote the probability distribution of . A random

vector with conditional probability distribution given is
denoted by . The Gaussian distribution with mean and
square deviation is denoted by . The identity
matrix is denoted by . For random vectors , , and , the
notation

is used to mean that is i.i.d. Gaussian with power (i.e.,
), independent of , and is generated as

for some scalars and . Throughout this paper, the
logarithm function is to base 2; and for a scalar , its
complement to unity is denoted by (i.e., ).

II. INFORMATION EMBEDDING AS DIRTY PAPER CODING

In this section, first we give a brief review of the additive
Gaussian IE problem viewed as DPC. Next, we review some
coding realizations of DPC based on lattices [18].

A. Additive Gaussian IE as DPC

Fig. 1 depicts a block diagram of the problem of IE. A mes-
sage is to be embedded into the host signal , transmitted
through some channels and then received at some receiver. The
receiver does not know the host signal and has to decode the em-
bedded message from the received signal. The message can
be represented by a sequence of -ary symbols,

so that the embedding of message amounts
to that of the sequence of symbols . Thus, in the rest of this
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Fig. 1. IE viewed as communication with the noncausal side information at the
transmitter.

paper, we will loosely refer to each symbol as being a
“message.”

The embedding process consists in encoding the message
into a signal , called the “embedded signal” or “watermark,”
which the embedder then adds to the host signal. The embed-
ding rate , expressed in number of bits per host sample that
the encoder can embed reliably, is such that . For
imperceptibility reasons, embedding should not introduce any
perceptible distortion to the host signal; and this imposes an em-
bedding power constraint of the form . Also, the
embedded signal must survive certain channel degradations, in-
cluding some common incidental and intentional attacks.

The IE problem shown in Fig. 1 can be viewed as a communi-
cation problem with side information (SI) known noncausally at
the transmitter but not at the receiver [6]; the SI being the cover
signal, the transmitter being the embedder, and the transmission
rate being given by the embedding rate. In this model, the SI
acts as an interference for the transmission of the message. For
the i.i.d. Gaussian case, the relevant work is Costa’s “writing on
dirty paper” [17], adeptly known as DPC. More specifically, if
the SI and the noise are independent and i.i.d. Gaussian,
with and , Costa was the first to
show the remarkable result that the additive Gaussian interfer-
ence , which is known noncausally only to the transmitter, in-
curs no loss in capacity relative to the standard interference-free
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, i.e.,

(1)

The achievability proof is based on a random binning argu-
ment for general channels with noncausal state information [19].
It uses a random construction of a Gaussian codebook and a
random partition of the codewords of this codebook into “bins.”
Costa showed that with the choice of the input distribution as

(2)

where is an auxiliary random variable and ,
one achieves the interference-free capacity (1) regardless of the
power of the interference . This theoretical DPC, however,
is not feasible in practice due to the huge random codebook
which is needed to perform binning. Earlier DPC-based imple-
mentations for IE suboptimally set the signal to be an appro-
priate scaled version of the quantization error of the host signal

. Quantization can be scalar-valued [2], [20] or vector-valued
(e.g., based on lattices [21]–[24]).

Fig. 2. Lattice coding for DPC based on modulo reduction.

B. Suboptimal Coding

Consider the IE scheme depicted in Fig. 2, where is an -di-
mensional lattice with the fundamental Voronoi region .
We denote and as the volume and the normalized
second moment of lattice , defined as

Assume that the encoder and the decoder share some common
randomness in the form of a key which is uniformly dis-
tributed over . The key is used for security purposes [7],
[25], and as a capacity-achieving tool [26]. Also, consider an
indexing function , which maps each message to be
embedded to a unique vector , taken from an appropriately
chosen codebook . The codebook
may be regarded as a lattice codebook. For each , the
vector is the coset leader of the coset
of lattice .

Let denote the modulo reduction operation with re-
spect to the fundamental Voronoi region of lattice , de-
fined as . The -dimensional
quantization operator is such that quantization of
results in the closest lattice point to . The watermarked
signal received at the destination is given by the sum of the wa-
termark , the host signal , and the unknown noise , i.e.,

(4)

The encoding and decoding procedures are given by

(5a)

(5b)

where the scale parameter can be optimized according to dif-
ferent criteria and the input is subject to the embedding power
constraint . The choice corresponds to no
scaling and is often referred to as zero-forcing DPC (ZF–DPC).
Other optimization criteria for the parameter can be min-
imum mean-squared error (MMSE-DPC) and minimum error
entropy (MEE–DPC) [27]. We note that the sample-by-sample
scalar Costa scheme (SCS) [20] corresponds to the special case

, and quantization index modulation (QIM) [2] corre-
sponds to . Also, the scheme (5) is closely linked to
Tomlinson–Harashima precoding [28], [29].
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Fig. 3. Architecture for acquisition (solid) and redistribution (dashed) of protected proprietary audio contents on a mobile network.

III. COOPERATIVE INFORMATION EMBEDDING:
PRACTICAL MOTIVATION

For a wireless-networked multimedia communication in
which IE is used as an assisting functionality to secure the
distribution of digital media content, the embedded signals can
be reinforced at some specific access points of the network.
This section illustrates one use case scenario.

A. Infrastructure-Aided Information Embedding

The new generation of mobile networks and devices has
opened up a new set of business opportunities for multimedia
content distribution services on mobile phones. However, one
major thwart against the development of such services is the
fear of piracy, unauthorized copying, and illegal redistribution.
While it seems difficult to build a provably secure end-to-end
architecture that circumvents this problem based only on IE
techniques, IE (and, for instance, watermarking) has the po-
tential of deterring users from widely redistributing digital
contents over networks illegally. The insertion of a watermark
into an audio or video file allows content providers and/or the
network provider to trace the content back to the phone or
device on which it was downloaded. In a mobile network, this
can be facilitated by the centralized control that the network
provider has on all of the signals that can be exchanged over
the network. For instance, the network provider can implement
a watermark control at some base stations (and/or other access
points of the network) to block the redistribution of illicit
digital content [14]. It can also track down the corresponding
users. For a mobile operator, the guarantee that no unauthorized
content would pass through the network can dispel the concerns
of those reluctant content providers, thus stimulating the ex-
panding and development of new services on the network. This
shows that it is of reciprocal interest for content and network
providers to work together to make the forensic watermarking
technology on mobile networks and devices effective. And
this can be accomplished without necessarily sharing all of the

secret information as will be explained in the example given
below.

Moreover, the control that the network provider has on the
traffic actually offers even more possibilities for the mobile op-
erator to take part in securing the distribution of proprietary-wa-
termarked digital content. For instance, the mobile operator does
not only block unauthorized signals but also strengthens the wa-
termarks in the legitimate signals. Reinforcing the watermark at
a base station, for example, makes it easier for the watermark to
survive channel degradations on its way to the destination and,
of course, harder for an attacker to remove it. Also, it increases
the accuracy of any subsequent watermark control handled at the
terminal side or another base station by increasing the power of
the measured watermark.

B. Use-Case Scenario

The example in this section builds partially upon a secure
end-to-end architecture proposed in [14] for an audio content
distribution service over a mobile wireless network. In [14],
the authors tightly combine the traditional security tools based
on cryptography and smart cards, together with watermarking
and data-hiding tools. The watermark control is performed at
the mobile terminal and the mobile network. Here, the mobile
network also possibly reinforces the embedded watermark. De-
tails related to digital rights-management (DRM) architecture
and keys management can be found in [14]. For instance, it is
interesting to observe that it is possible to adapt the classical
open mobile alliance (OMA) DRM architecture to mobile de-
vices’ smart cards, through a once-in-a-life registration protocol
so that each smart card can communicate with the server through
a secure link. These details are omitted here for brevity.

Consider the audio content acquisition and redistribution sce-
nario over a mobile network shown in Fig. 3. A user (user 1)
wants to purchase audio content (e.g., music file) from a pro-
prietary audio content server (music catalog). The request is
processed by the server and, if the user has obtained the appro-
priate usage rights, an authentication phase to set up a security
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context is established and then the content is delivered. At the
server side, the contents to be delivered are compressed and then
encrypted and wrapped with a proprietary DRM header. Also,
prior to the compression, a watermark is embedded into the con-
tent by the owner.

The usage rights and restrictions (expressed, for example, in
the form of a separate license file which the server uploads into
the smart card of the user’s device upon payment of the ser-
vice) are such that a legitimate user can transfer purchased audio
content to another user, but the mobile device of the new user
should not be able to play the audio content unless the new user
has obtained the corresponding usage rights. This control is im-
plemented at the smart card of the mobile device of the user
receiving the content [14]. The license contains the watermark
and also the keys that are necessary to the decryption of the
content. At the mobile device, after decryption, the rendering
module checks the watermark on the fly by comparing the wa-
termark extracted from the played content with the one that is in
the smart card. Rendition is stopped in case of a discrepancy be-
tween the two. As shown in Fig. 3, the service can also provide
basic information about the audio content as well as a web link
to the server so that new users willing to acquire the usage rights
of the received content (or another content) can do so. This in-
formation can be inserted at the form of a separate watermark
at the very beginning of the audio file (e.g., a prelistening phase
of limited duration that can be played without control).

The watermark is used to enable tracking any eventual illegal
redistribution over the network. We note that it plays a central
role here as a supplement to encryption-based security. And,
in fact, the system security relies mostly on the embedded wa-
termark once the content is decrypted. This is because crypto-
graphic protection is of no use if an unauthorized user ever re-
covers the content after its decryption (e.g., at the mobile de-
vice of a legitimate user or by an attacker). Worse, here, crypto-
graphic protection alone does not even prevent a legitimate user
from redistributing the content at will once it is deciphered at
the used mobile device. Thus, a decrypted content from which
the watermark is removed (and the DRM header is stripped off)
could be redistributed at will over the network, since it would
appear as free uncontrolled (i.e., nonproprietary) content at the
mobile device of any receiver.

The aforementioned discussion shows that the embedding
of the watermark should be such that its removal (e.g., by an
attacker) is difficult. This can be achieved by having the net-
work provider filter the signals sent to and from each terminal,
blocking unauthorized signals at some specific base stations and
possibly reinforcing the watermarks in the legitimate signals at
some other base stations. We will comment on this in Remark 1
and Remark 2.

Suppose, for example, that user 1 sends the audio content to
user 2 (after DRM header liftoff and decryption) through the
mobile network. On its way to user 2, the watermarked content
travels through base station 2 (BS 2). Hence, watermark control
at BS 2 is really effective. More specifically, if a watermark is
detected at BS 2, but it does not match the one that should be
present, this means that the content is pirated (by user 1 or an
attacker), and the content is blocked at BS 2. If the correct water-
mark is detected at BS 2, the content is authorized to go through

the network and, in this case, the mobile operator implements a
watermark reinforcement at base station 3 (BS 3). For example,
BS 3 decodes the embedded message from the signal received
from BS 2 on the fly and sends a watermark that carries the same
message to user 2. This watermark reinforcement at BS 3 is re-
ally effective against the effects of channel impairments on the
watermark control operated at the user side. More specifically,
without this reinforcement, the watermark that is embedded in
the signal received at the mobile device of user 2 directly from
BS 2 could be damaged or even removed, with one of the fol-
lowing two effects: 1) in case the watermark is removed, the
content could be played freely at the mobile device of user 2
without payment of the license; and 2) in case the watermark is
damaged, the rendering module at the mobile device of user 2
would not play the content sent by user 1 even if user 2 acquires
the appropriate usage rights from the server (i.e., becomes a le-
gitimate user), because of the discrepancy with the watermark
that is in the smart card that would be detected in this case.

Remark 1: As we explained previously, the content owner
or provider and the network provider cooperate to secure the
audio content redistribution by means of collaborative water-
mark embedding; this is beneficial for both partners. Further-
more, it should be noted that this can be accomplished without
necessarily sharing all of the secret information. For example,
let be the message to be hidden by the owner. The owner can
obtain another message from the message ,
where is a function which depends on a secret key that
is not revealed to the network provider (i.e., the helper). Then,
the owner embeds the message into the host signal by using
another key . Thus, for the network operator to strengthen the
embedded message at the base station, it needs to only know the
key , not the key ; and so, it can know the message but
not the original secret message . The destination knows both
keys. It decodes the message by using the key , and then it
obtains the secret message using the key .

Remark 2: For the watermark control, the network provider
needs to know the watermark that was originally embedded by
the owner only at those base stations which handle all of the
traffic (e.g., BS 2). At these base stations, the watermark can be
obtained from the server through a secure link similar to that
with legitimate users at the delivery of the license. Also, for
security purposes, in this example, the network provider rein-
forces only the watermarks in the legitimate signals (i.e., after a
prerequisite watermark control). In nonsecurity-oriented appli-
cations of IE, however, the watermark reinforcement could, in
principle, be implemented irrespective to this control.

IV. MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR RELAY-ASSISTED

INFORMATION EMBEDDING

In this section, we formalize the notion of cooperative embed-
ding. First, we give an informal description of the basic setup,
and then we describe two mathematical models through connec-
tion to the relay channel.

A. Basic Setup

We illustrate the main concept as follows. A primary user, or
initial embedder, embeds some watermark into the host signal
and sends the watermarked signal over the wireless network.
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Fig. 4. Possible strategies at the helper: (a) sending (only) a watermark or
(b) sending a watermarked signal in which the watermark is reinforced.

This watermarked signal carries some hidden information which
is intended to some receiver. The role of the receiver is to decode
the embedded message and to convey the hidden information.
The transmission is possibly corrupted by a channel attack, the
effect of which is assumed to be equivalent to additive noise.
If at some point of the network another user or partner (e.g.,
the network provider at the base station, as in Section III) can
determine the embedded message from the watermarked signal
sent by the initial embedder, then the former can reencode the
hidden information into another watermark that carries the same
message and sends it to the destination over the network, using
all or part of the available power. The destination receives the
sum of the signal watermarked by the initial embedder and the
watermark sent by the secondary embedder or helper, possibly
corrupted by some channel noise. The embedded information
is reinforced since it also benefits from the power at the helper.
This strategy is shown in Fig. 4(a).

We note that an alternative strategy, not considered in this
paper, consists in sending the watermarked signal to the destina-
tion in two phases: from the initial embedder to the helper first,
and then from the helper to the destination, as shown in Fig. 4(b).
In this case, the helper sends a watermarked signal which car-
ries a reinforced watermark, not only a watermark. However, we
mention that, in general, this alternative strategy is suboptimal
[w.r.t. the one shown in Fig. 4(a)], for the two scenarios that we
will consider in this paper.

B. Channel Models

Let be the message to be embedded cooperatively
into the host signal . We denote by the maximum tolerable
embedding distortion (i.e., the distortion above which a water-
mark could be perceived) (the value of is usually determined
by using some psycoacoustic or psycovisual models). The co-
operative embedding and transmission scheme is as follows.
The initial embedder encodes the message into a watermark

and sends the watermarked signal over the wire-
less network. Let denote the distortion (per-sample) caused
on the host signal by embedding at the initial embedder (i.e.,

). The sent watermarked signal is

received as at the helper. The helper decodes the embedded
message and then reencodes it into a watermark that it sends
over the network1 using some power . The power should
be such that . The destination receives the
sum of the watermarked signal sent by the initial embedder and
the watermark sent by the helper, possibly corrupted by some
channel noise. Thus, the watermarked signal received at the des-
tination contains the watermark embedded by the initial em-
bedder and the watermark sent by the helper. The two wa-
termarks carry the same message; and they satisfy a joint em-
bedding distortion constraint for imper-
ceptibility reasons at the destination.

Let denote the noise corrupting the watermarked signal
sent by the initial embedder on its way to the helper, and the
noise corrupting it on the way to the destination. We assume that

and are mutually independent and independent of the host
signal , with and . The host
signal also is assumed to be i.i.d Gaussian, with .
Then, the watermarked signals received at the helper and the
destination are given by

(6a)

(6b)

respectively.
1) Embedding Distortion: In general, as is shown for the

two scenarios considered in Sections V and VI, it is advanta-
geous that the two watermarks by the initial embedder and the
helper be correlated. Such correlation makes the cooperative
embedding more effective. The induced distortion (per-sample)
is given by

(7)

The maximum value of this distortion is obtained if the two
watermarks are proportional (i.e., ). In this
case, the distortion is given by

(8)

2) Connection to the Relay Channel: The model (6) has
close connection with transmission over a state-dependent relay
channel (RC) [16]. More precisely, if the helper knows the
original host signal, (6) can be viewed as the input–output re-
lation of transmission over a Gaussian RC with SI noncausally
known at the source and the relay—the initial embedder playing
the role of the source and the helper playing the role of the relay.
Similarly, if the helper does not know the original host signal,
(6) can be viewed as the input–output relation of transmission
over a Gaussian RC with SI noncausally known at only the
source.

Moreover, if the noise at the destination can be decomposed
as , with , ,
and , and are independent of each other and independent

1We assume that the helper receives and transmits at the same time. The re-
sults in this paper can be easily specialized to the case in which the helper re-
ceives only during a first period, and then transmits only during a second period.
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Fig. 5. Relay-assisted IE. The helper may (switch A on) or may not (switch A
off) know the original host signal �.

of , the watermarked signal received at the destination can be
written as

(9)

In this case, we will say that the cooperative IE channel is
degraded by reference to the degradedness of the corresponding
Gaussian RC. At a high level, degradedness in cooperative
IE means that the destination observes a watermarked content
which is more noisy than the one observed by the helper.
A block diagram of the general, not necessarily degraded,
cooperative IE channel is shown in Fig. 5.

V. HOST KNOWN TO THE HELPER

In this section, we study the scenario in which the helper
knows the original host signal. First, we derive lower and upper
bounds on the ultimate cooperative embedding rate, and then
we design a feasible cooperative embedding scheme and ana-
lyze the rate allowed by this scheme.

A. Bounds on the Ultimate Embedding Rate

For the Gaussian cooperative IE channel (6) for which the
helper knows the original host signal, the following embedding
rate in Theorem 1 is achievable (subscript “11” refers to the fact
that the initial embedder and the helper know the original host
signal).

Theorem 1: The capacity of the Gaussian cooperative infor-
mation embedding channel (6) for which the helper knows the
original host signal is lower-bounded by

(10)

Proof: The proof consists in computing the lower bound
for the discrete memoryless (DM) case in Lemma 1 below using
an appropriate jointly Gaussian input distribution that will be
specified in the sequel. The result for the DM case can be readily
extended to memoryless channels with discrete time and contin-
uous alphabets using standard techniques [30].

Lemma 1: The capacity of the discrete memoryless coopera-
tive embedding channel shown in Fig. 5 in the case in which the
helper knows the original host signal is lower-bounded by

(11)

where and are auxiliary random variables with bounded
cardinality.

Proof: The proof of Lemma 1 follows straightforwardly
from that for the corresponding RC with side information known
noncausally at the source and the relay [31], [32]. Also, this
proof is based on a random code construction which is similar to
that used for the proof of Lemma 2 in Appendix A and, hence,
we omit it for brevity here.

The rest of the proof of Theorem 1 follows through straight-
forward algebraic manipulations similar to those in [17] to
show that the evaluation of the rate (11) with a jointly Gaussian

such that

(12a)

(12b)

(12c)

(12d)

with

gives the rate (10) in Theorem 1.
From (12), we see that the initial embedder employs a com-

bination of two standard DPCs; one DPC to generate and
another DPC to generate . The helper employs only the DPC
that is used to generate . More precisely, the watermark em-
bedded by the initial embedder can be written as

, where is i.i.d. Gaussian with power
for some and is

i.i.d. Gaussian with power . Also, the watermark by the ini-
tial embedder and the one by the helper are correlated through

, with correlation coefficient . The coopera-
tive part of the watermark has power

.
We now comment on the minimization in (10) and on the cor-

relation between the two watermarks and . First, note
that the first term of the minimization in (10) represents the in-
formation rate that the helper can decode reliably from the wa-
termarked signal received from the initial embedder. Also, the
second term of the minimization in (10) represents the infor-
mation rate that the destination can decode reliably from the
watermarked signal received from the initial embedder and the
watermark sent by the helper. Then, the cooperative embedding
rate over the channel (6) is given by the minimum of the two
information rates and basically expresses that in our setup, the
signal sent by the helper actually reinforces the watermark by
the initial embedder only if the helper has correctly decoded
the message embedded by the initial embedder; otherwise, the
signal sent by the helper would look like additional noise at the
destination.

Furthermore, from (10), it is easy to see that highly correlated
watermarks (i.e., small ) result in a small information rate at
the helper and a large information rate at the destination; and
weakly correlated watermarks result in the reverse situation. For
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a given configuration , the optimum value of
the correlation coefficient can be obtained by equaling the
two terms of the minimization in (10). Also, for fixed , the
embedding distortion (per-sample) induced to the host signal at
the destination is such that

(13)
We now provide an upper bound on the embedding rate by

specializing the cutset bound to the Gaussian case.
Proposition 1: The capacity of the Gaussian cooperative in-

formation embedding channel (6) for which the helper knows
the original host signal is upper-bounded by

(14)

In addition, if the cooperative embedding channel is degraded,
the first term of the minimization in (14) can be replaced by

.
From proposition 1, it can be easily seen that the lower bound

in Theorem 1 meets with the cut-set bound and, thus, gives
channel capacity, in the special case in which the cooperative
IE channel is degraded Gaussian.

Remark 3: We note that an alternative proof of the achiev-
ability of rate (10), established for the Gaussian RC with non-
causal SI at the source and the relay, is given in [33]. In [33], the
authors also give (without proof) a lower bound on channel ca-
pacity for the DM case. For the DM case, the achievable rate in
[33] differs from (11) in that the first term of the minimization in
(11) (i.e., the conditional mutual information )
is replaced by in [33]. For the Gaussian case,
an optimal choice of the input is given by a linear combi-
nation of the auxiliary random variable and the state , as
given by (12), and the two achievable rates are equal.

B. Coding Realization and Feasible Rate

We now describe a coding realization of the cooperative em-
bedding scenario studied in this section. This coding scheme is
based on lattices and MMSE scaling.

Let be the message to be embedded. Consider a
lattice with volume and normalized second moment

such that

(15)

We will use the lattices and
, which are appropriate scaled versions of

lattice chosen such that modulo- and modulo- re-
ductions provide quantization error signals with powers
and , respectively. Their normalized second
moments and volumes are given by

(16a)

(16b)

Also, we use a cryptography key , which stands for a ran-
domized codebook and is known to the initial embedder, the
helper, and the destination; and a mapping function which
one-to-one associates messages to coset leaders , all
defined as in Section II-B. The key is used for security pur-
poses [7], [25] and, in addition, for reasons that will become
clear in the sequel, we choose this key to be uniformly dis-
tributed over [26].

1) Cooperative Embedding Scheme: The cooperative em-
bedding scheme is as follows. The initial embedder embeds the
watermark

(17)

with

(18)

(19)

and , for some
and .

Upon reception of the watermarked signal ,
the helper first decodes the embedded message and then sends
the watermark

(20)
The decoding procedure at the helper basically consists in com-
puting the signal

(21)

an operation which transforms the channel from the initial
embedder to the helper into an interference-free channel from
which the helper can decode the embedded message using
standard techniques (e.g., MMSE decoding).

The destination receives the watermarked signal
and, without knowing the host signal , has to

determine the embedded message. The destination first decodes
the information carried by the part of the watermark, sub-
tracts it off, and then decodes the information carried by the co-
operative part of the watermark. To this end, the de-
coder at the destination computes the error signal

and then the error signal ,
with .2

2) Performance Analysis: We focus on the embedding rate
allowed by this scheme. For decoding at the helper, which uti-
lizes standard MMSE decoding, it is easy to see that the helper
can decode reliably as long as the message at the initial em-
bedder is embedded at a rate less than the mutual information of
the interference-free channel (21), i.e., .

For decoding at the destination, which utilizes modulo-re-
duction operations, the establishment of the results below relies

2We note that although the destination does not know the original host � and
the signal � is a continuum, dirty paper decoding permits knowing the code-
word � � � � � �.
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principally on the properties of a modulo lattice additive noise
(MLAN) channel [34] and on standard properties of the mod-
operation [18]. More specifically, it can be easily shown that the
error signals computed at the destination can be written as

(22a)

(22b)

Thus, in the decoding procedure, the destination sees an active
channel noise given by the -aliased noise

in decoding the infor-
mation carried by the part of the watermark, and by the

-aliased noise
in decoding the cooperative part of the watermark.
Since the key is uniformly distributed over , its use as a
dither ensures that the inputs , , and are uniformly
distributed regardless of the power of the host signal. Thus,
the noises and are statistically independent of . Then,
using the inflated Lattice lemma reported in [26], this gives rise
to two MLAN channels: the channel from to and the
channel from to . The mutual information of these chan-
nels is maximized by a uniform input [35], [36], giving

(23)

where denotes differential entropy.
Finally, using (15) and (16) to substitute the volumes

and in (23), the rate allowed by the proposed coding real-
ization can be obtained by taking the minimum of the informa-
tion that the helper can decode reliably from the signal received
from the initial embedder (i.e., ) and the
information that the destination can decode reliably from the
signals received from the initial embedder and the helper (i.e.,
the mutual information sum ). This
gives the embedding rate

(24)

where the maximization is over parameters ,
, and .

In general, no closed-form expression can be derived for (24)
and the computation of differential entropy and maximization
over all possible choices of the tuple have to be per-
formed numerically.3 The active channel noises and are
not Gaussian. An approximation of the rate in (24) (and,
in fact, a lower bound) can be obtained by replacing these noise
terms by the restrictions to the Voronoi regions of the associated

3Note that in the maximization in (24), the parameter � appears only in
��� � and the parameter � appears only in ���� �.

lattices of Gaussian noises with equal first and second moments.
More precisely, let be the restriction to of the noise
distributed as and the restriction to of the
noise distributed as , with

(25a)

(25b)

Replacing and on the right-hand side of (24) by and ,
respectively, one obtains an approximation of the rate .4

However, we note that the computation of the differential en-
tropy terms in this approximation still has to be performed nu-
merically since the noises and also are non-Gaussian; they
are (only) the restrictions of Gaussian distributions (for similar
approaches for computing numerically the rates obtained with
lattice codes, the reader may refer to [3] and [27]).

Asymptotic Case: Taking
and

on the right-hand side of (25), we see that the noise terms and
(without the effect of the modulo front end) have variances

given by and , respectively (per
dimension). Then, since for a given second moment a Gaussian
random vector has the largest entropy, it follows that:

(26)

Substituting (26) in (24), we obtain

(27)

From (27), we see that the gap to the theoretical embedding
rate (10) may be made smaller than . For optimal
lattices for quantization, we have , and this gap
goes to zero.

3) Numerical Examples and Discussion: We compute
numerically the rate (24) for the cubic lattice .
We use Monte-Carlo integration for the computation
of the differential entropy terms. The results are de-
picted in Fig. 6 against the watermark-to-noise ratio

at the helper, for two exam-
ples of

at the destination: weak channel noise
and relatively strong channel

noise . For the second example,
the noise may model a Gaussian attack with a variance
equal to half the maximum embedding distortion, i.e.,

. For comparison reasons,
Fig. 6 also shows the theoretical embedding rate (10), the
cut-set bound (14), and the rate obtained by treating the host
signal as unknown additive Gaussian noise. Fig. 6 also shows

4The accuracy of this approximation is related to the divergence function
������ [16]. For example, one has ������ ��� � � ��� ����.
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Fig. 6. Cooperative embedding rate as a function of ��� at the helper, for
two examples of ��� at the destination (a) ��� � � �� and (b)
��� � � ��. Illustration of the rate (10) (solid, no marker) and the rate
(24) obtained with a cubic lattice. Numerical values are� � � and� � 	� .

the rate obtained in the standard case in which there is no
helper (this rate is readily given by the second term of the
minimization in (24) in which we put ).

The results shown in Fig. 6 motivate the following discussion.
1) As a general comment, we observe that the collaborative

embedding by the helper improves the embedding rate
(w.r.t., to the standard case in which there is no helper), for
a large range of . Furthermore, this improvement
increases with ; this is due to the fact that the less
noisy the received watermarked signal at the helper is,
the more reliable the decoding is at the helper, and so,
the more efficient the collaborative embedding is. For
large values of , the collaborative embedding rate
increases only slightly with and is due to the fact
that at this range, the embedding rate is determined by
how much information the initial embedder and the helper
together can embed into the host signal (i.e., the second

term of the minimization), and so, it depends essentially
on the value of at the destination.

2) Though relatively important, the gap of the feasible rate
(24) to the theoretical rate (10) should not be considered
as such since, obviously, this gap depends on the value of
the operating (observe that this gap is more im-
portant if the watermarked signal is more noisy; see the
case 3 dB) and also because lattice is set
to its simplest (cubic) form for the curves in Fig. 6. Larger
feasible embedding rates can be obtained by using lattices
with better quantizing properties as we mentioned previ-
ously, at the expense of some increase in the computational
complexity however.

3) The assumption for the helper to decode the message em-
bedded by the initial embedder prior to reencoding makes
collaborative embedding efficient only if is larger
than a certain threshold (indicated by the solid arrow in
Fig. 6). Below this threshold, the watermark sent by the
helper is rather noise-like and can even introduce a de-
coding ambiguity at the destination. Yet, it is not that co-
operative IE is not worth it for such a range of , but
rather, that the strategy at the helper that requires decoding
the embedded message as a prerequisite for the collabora-
tive embedding is a severe constraint which is clearly sub-
optimal in this case. For very small values of , not
reinforcing the watermark by the helper may be a better
solution.

4) It is interesting to observe that with the described coding
realization, reinforcing the watermark by the helper may
be advantageous (over not reinforcing the watermark) even
for certain values of for which the helper receives
a watermarked signal which is more noisy than the one
received at the destination (the value of for which

is indicated by the dashed arrow). We mention
that in this case, the helper can still decode the embedded
message more reliably than the destination; this is enabled
by the structure of the decoder which benefits from the
knowledge of the host signal at the helper to apply MMSE,
whereas it is based on modulo- reduction operation at
the destination.

VI. HOST UNKNOWN TO THE HELPER

In this section, we study the important scenario in which the
helper does not know the original host signal. First, we derive
a lower bound on the ultimate cooperative embedding rate; and
then, we design a feasible cooperative embedding scheme and
analyze the rate allowed by this scheme.

For convenience, we define the following two functions
and which we will use throughout this section.

Definition 1: Let
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for given , ,
.

A. Lower Bound on the Ultimate Embedding Rate

For the Gaussian cooperative IE channel (6) for which the
helper does not know the original host signal, the following
embedding rate in Theorem 2 is achievable (the subscript “10”
refers to the fact that only the initial embedder knows the host
signal).

Theorem 2: The capacity of the Gaussian cooperative infor-
mation embedding channel (6) for which the helper does not
know the original host signal is lower-bounded by

(28)

where the maximization is over parameters
, ,

and the functions
and are defined in Definition 1.

Proof: The proof consists in computing the lower bound
for the DM case in Lemma 2 below using an appropriate jointly
Gaussian input distribution that will be specified in the sequel.
The result for the DM case can readily be extended to memory-
less channels with discrete time and continuous alphabets using
standard techniques [30].

Lemma 2: The capacity of the discrete memoryless coopera-
tive embedding channel shown in Fig. 5 in the case in which the
helper does not know the original host signal is lower-bounded
by

(29)

where the maximization is over all joint measures
of the form

(30)

and is an auxiliary random variable with bounded cardi-
nality.

Proof: The proof of Lemma 2 follows straightforwardly
from that for the corresponding RC with noncausal SI at only
the source [32]. For reasons of completeness, this proof is re-
produced in Appendix A.

Fix , . Through straight-
forward algebra which we omit for brevity, it can be shown that
the evaluation of the first and second terms in the minimization
in (29) with a jointly Gaussian such that

(31a)

(31b)

with and is i.i.d. Gaussian with
power independent of the host signal and correlated with
the input with , gives
and , respectively. Finally, the embedding rate (28)
in Theorem 2 is obtained by maximization over all possible
values of the tuple . For fixed , the allowable
values of the parameter are those such that the terms

and are nonnegative real. .
The following lines provide some insights about the chosen

input distribution (31). Since the helper does not know it, the
original host signal acts as unknown interference for the trans-
mission of the watermark . The initial embedder allocates a
fraction of its power to partially cancel the effect of the
interference created by the host so that the helper can ben-
efit from this cancellation. Then, the initial embedder uses the
remaining power (i.e., ) for pure information embedding.
Let be the watermark embedded by the initial embedder;

carries the embedded message . Thus, the watermark em-
bedded by the initial embedder is given by

(32)

where is i.i.d. Gaussian with power and is independent
of the host . The watermark sent by the helper is an i.i.d.
Gaussian signal with power , and is independent of the host

and correlated with the watermark , with
.

With the aforementioned choice of the embedded signals, an
alternative representation of the watermarked signals in (6) is

(33)

(34)

where the effective interference is
unknown to the helper but it has less power than the interference

(i.e., ). Then, for
the cooperative IE channel (34), the initial embedder applies a
standard DPC to produce , by taking as SI as

(35a)

(35b)

Finally, combining (32) and (35), we obtain (31).
Remark 4: For the scenario at hand, in essence, we have used

a DPC which allows arbitrary negative correlation between the
watermark at the initial embedder and the SI (i.e.,

). This negative correlation can be viewed as a partial
cancellation of the known interference. As a consequence, the
signal sent by the helper faces less interference on its way to
the destination [cf. (34)]. Thus, in a sense, the initial embedder
helps the helper so that the latter can assist in embedding in turn.
We refer to this strategy as a “generalized” DPC (GDPC). It
specializes to standard DPC by putting . Both “GDPC”
and “standard DPC” can be implemented using lattice codes.
We defer the discussion of the implementation issues until we
present a brief comparison of the rates allowed theoretically by
these two coding schemes.
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Fig. 7. Illustration of the improvement brought by GDPC over the standard
DPC at the initial embedder, as a function of ��� at the helper. Numerical
values are � � � � �, � � �, and � � �.

1) “Generalized DPC” versus “Standard DPC”: This sec-
tion illustrates the embedding rates obtained with GDPC and
standard DPC, with the help of an example. We illustrate the ef-
fect of applying GDPC at the initial embedder to improve the
cooperative embedding in the case in which the helper does not
know the original host signal.

Fig. 7 depicts the evolution of the embedding rate (28) ob-
tained with GDPC at the initial embedder against

. Also shown for comparison are the rate
obtained with standard DPC at the initial embedder, the rate
(10), a lower bound obtained by treating the host signal as un-
known noise at both the helper and the destination, and the
cut-set bound (14).

We see that even though only the initial embedder knows the
host signal, both embedders benefit from this knowledge: the
helper benefits since its watermark faces less interference and
so, the initial embedder benefits in turn. However, the improve-
ment brought by GDPC over standard DPC is mainly visible
at large (i.e., when the helper decodes the embedded
message correctly). Similar to the scenario discussed in Sec-
tion V, at such a range of , the allowed embedding rate
is determined by how much information the two embedders to-
gether can embed into the host signal [i.e., the term
in rate (28)]. At small , however, the collaborative em-
bedding rate is constrained by the amount of information that
the helper can decode reliably [i.e., the term in rate
(28)]. Hence, at small , there is no need for the initial
embedder to partially cancel the effect of the interference for
the helper, since this would be accomplished at the cost of some
power that could be used to embed a more powerful watermark
that the latter can decode more reliably instead.

Remark 5: An alternative interpretation of the improvement
allowed by GDPC over standard DPC is as follows. At high

, the initial embedder and the helper form two fictitious
users sending information to the same destination over a state-
dependent Gaussian multiaccess channel (MAC), with only one

of the two users knowing (noncausally) the states of the channel.
In [37] and [38], it is shown that GDPC at the informed encoder
is relevant, and it gives a larger rate region than standard DPC.

B. Coding Realization and Feasible Rate

We now describe a coding realization of the cooperative em-
bedding scheme studied in this section. This scheme is based
on a combination of lattices, MMSE scaling, and standard (ca-
pacity-achieving) codes.

Let be the message to be embedded. Consider a
lattice with volume and normalized second moment

such that

(36)

We will use the scaled lattice chosen here such
that the modulo- reduction gives a quantization error signal
that has power , for some and

. This lattice has a normalized second moment
and volume given by

(37)

Also, proceeding similarly as in Section V, we use a cryptog-
raphy key which is uniformly distributed over and
stands for a randomized codebook which is known to the initial
embedder, the helper and the destination, and a mapping func-
tion which one-to-one associates messages to coset
leaders . Similar to Section V, the key is used for se-
curity purposes and its uniform distribution is chosen for ca-
pacity-achieving purposes.

1) Cooperative Embedding Scheme: The cooperative em-
bedding scheme is as follows. Let . The
initial embedder embeds the watermark

(38)

with

(39)

for some , and is i.i.d. Gaussian with power
and is independent of and the host signal . The wa-

termark can be obtained by encoding the message using
any provably good (i.e., capacity-achieving) code such as the
well-known turbo and low-density parity-check codes.

The helper receives the watermarked signal

(40)

from which it decodes the embedded message and then it sends
.

The decoding procedure at the helper is based on a modulo-
reduction operation. More specifically, the helper first computes
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the signal5 and then computes the error signal
. It decodes the embedded message as

(41)

The destination receives the watermarked signal

(42a)

(42b)

and without knowing the original host signal , it has to deter-
mine the embedded message. To this end, the destination first
decodes the information carried by the part of the
cooperative watermark, subtracts it off, and then decodes the
information carried by the part of the watermark. The de-
coding of can be performed in a standard manner,
considering as unknown noise, such as for a regular
Gaussian channel. For the decoding of , the decoder at the
destination computes the error signal ,
with , since the channel
from to is a DPC with SI noncausally known to the
transmitter but not to the receiver.

2) Performance Analysis: We focus on the embedding rate
allowed by this scheme. Proceeding similarly to Section V, we
obtain

(43a)

(43b)

Thus, for the decoding procedure, the helper sees an ac-
tive channel noise given by the -aliased noise

. The destination sees the
noise in decoding the cooperative
part of the watermark and the -aliased noise

in decoding the part
of the watermark. Since the key is uniformly distributed
over , its use as a dither ensures that is uniformly
distributed over regardless of the power of the host
signal. Thus, the noises and are statistically independent
of . Then, using the inflated lattice lemma [26], this gives
rise to two MLAN channels: the channel from to and
the channel from to . The mutual information of these
channels is maximized by a uniform input, giving

(44)

5Note that this is possible since the helper knows � , and the input � is
proportional to � .

The cooperative part of the watermark carries in-
formation at a rate given by

(45)

The embedding rate allowed by the considered coding realiza-
tion can be obtained by taking the minimum of the informa-
tion that the helper can decode reliably from the signal received
from the initial embedder (i.e., ) and the infor-
mation that the destination can decode reliably from the sig-
nals received from the initial embedder and the helper (i.e., the
sum ). Substituting (37) in (44) and
using (44) and (45), this gives the embedding rate

(46)

where the maximization is over parameters ,
, and such that the terms in the

minimization in (46) are nonnegative real.
Similar to the scenario in Section V, no closed-form expres-

sion can be derived for (46) and the computation of differen-
tial entropy and the maximization over all possible choices of
the tuple have to be performed numerically. In par-
ticular, note that one cannot derive a closed-form expression for
the optimal since this parameter appears in both terms of the
minimization, through the differential entropy terms and

.
3) Numerical Examples and Discussion: We numeri-

cally compute the rate (46) for the cubic lattice , using
Monte-Carlo integration for the computation of the differen-
tial entropy terms. The results are depicted in Fig. 8 against

at the helper, for two ex-
amples of at
the destination and .
For comparison reasons, Fig. 8 also shows the theoretical
embedding rate (28) obtained with GDPC, the rate (10), the
embedding rate obtained in the standard case in which there is
no helper (computed as in Section V), the cutset bound (14),
and the lower bound obtained by treating the host signal as
unknown noise. Fig. 8(a) also shows the rates given by standard
DPC theoretically and using (obtained by putting

in (28) and (46), respectively).
The results shown in Fig. 8 motivate the following discussion,

which we use to close this paper.
1) For this scenario also, we observe that the collaborative

embedding by the helper can improve the embedding rate
(w.r.t., to the standard case in which there is no helper),
especially for large values of . However, unlike
the scenario in which the helper knows the host signal,
here, the collaborative embedding is advantageous only
if the helper receives a watermarked signal which is less
noisy than the one received at the destination (the value of
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Fig. 8. Cooperative embedding rate as a function of ��� at the helper, for
two examples of ��� at the destination (a) ��� � � �� and (b)
��� � � ��. Illustration of the rates allowed in practice by GDPC (46)
and standard DPC (given by (46) with � � 	) using a cubic lattice. Numerical
values are � � � , � � 
� .

for which is indicated by the arrow in
Fig. 8).

2) Similar to the theoretical setup in Section VI-A, the prac-
tical implementation of GDPC with a cubic lattice also im-
proves upon the one of standard DPC with the same lat-
tice. Also, the improvement is especially visible at large
values of . Furthermore, with both coding schemes,
larger embedding rates can be obtained by using lattices
with better quantizing properties.

3) Following Costa’s result, the so called “standard DPC”
scheme is the one that the initial embedder would natu-
rally apply in order to exploit the knowledge of the host
signal (recall that Costa showed that an additive Gaussian
interference which is known noncausally to the transmitter

should not be combated by this transmitter neither totally
nor partially). Thus, that partial interference cancellation
(through GDPC) turns out to be relevant in our setup means
that if embedding is to be performed by different embed-
ders jointly, then a certain degree of coordination between
these embedders is needed since the appropriate embed-
ding strategy of one embedder may depend on those of the
other embedders and also on whether they know the host
signal.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate the problem of embedding infor-
mation into digital media content transmitted over wireless net-
works, cooperatively by two users or partners—an initial em-
bedder and an assisting embedder or helper. The helper rein-
forces the watermark embedded by the initial embedder so that
it can survive subsequent channel degradations on the network.
The considered setup has application in reinforcing digital wa-
termarks transmitted over wireless multimedia networks.

We analyze the cooperative embedding for the two concep-
tually different scenarios in which the helper does or does not
know the original host signal. For each of the two scenarios, we
derive lower and upper bounds on the cooperative embedding
rate. For the scenario in which the helper knows the original
host signal, the lower bound is obtained with a coding scheme
in which the initial embedder and the helper employ standard
DPC schemes. For the scenario in which the helper does not
know the original host signal, the lower bound is obtained with
a coding scheme in which the initial embedder employs a gener-
alized DPC (GDPC) scheme. GDPC consists of a combination
of partial-state cancellation and standard DPC. Furthermore, we
also design implementable coding schemes for the considered
two scenarios and determine the embedding rates allowed by
these schemes.

APPENDIX

A. Proof of Lemma 2

We describe a random coding scheme that we use to prove
the achievability of rate (29). This coding scheme is based on a
combination of regular-encoding sliding-window decoding [39]
and Gel’fand–Pinsker binning [19].

Codebook Generation: Fix a measure sat-
isfying (30). Fix and denote

(A1a)

(A1b)

We generate two statistically independent codebooks (code-
books 1 and 2) by following the steps that are outlined below
twice. These codebooks will be used for blocks with odd and
even indices, respectively (see the Encoding step).

1) We generate i.i.d. codewords indexed by
, each of length and with i.i.d. compo-

nents drawn according to .
2) For each codeword , we generate a collection of

i.i.d. auxiliary codewords indexed
by , . These codewords
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have length each and their components are drawn i.i.d.
according to .

To embed a message by the initial embedder, this message
is divided into blocks of bits each; and
embedding is performed over blocks by selecting the
appropriate codewords for each block, as will be specified. For
fixed , the rate approaches as .

Encoding: We encode messages using codebooks 1 and 2, re-
spectively, for blocks with odd and even indices. Using indepen-
dent codebooks for blocks with odd and even indices makes the
error events correspond to these blocks independent and, hence,
the corresponding probabilities are easier to evaluate.

Continuing with the strategy, assume that at the beginning
of block , is the new message to be embedded by the ini-
tial embedder and is the message embedded in the pre-
vious block . Also, assume that at the beginning of block ,
the helper has decoded correctly. Then, the helper sends

. In order to embed , the initial embedder searches
for the smallest such that is
jointly typical with given , where denotes
the state in block i. Denote this by . If
such is not found, or if the observed state is not typical, an
error is declared and is set to . Then, the initial embedder
embeds a vector which is drawn i.i.d. conditionally given

[using the appropriate mar-
ginal induced by the distribution (30)].

Decoding: Decoding is based on a combination of joint typ-
icality and sliding window. The decoding procedures at the end
of block are as follows.

1) The helper, having known , declares that is em-
bedded if there is a unique such that is
jointly typical with given . Random coding
arguments guarantee that the decoding error in this step is
small for sufficiently large if

(A2)

2) The destination knows and decodes based on
the information received in block and block . It
declares that the message is embedded if there is a
unique such that is jointly typical with
and is jointly typical with given

. Random coding arguments guarantee that the
decoding error in this step is small for sufficiently large
if

(A3)

Combining (A2) and (A3), we obtain (29), and this completes
the proof of Lemma 2.
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